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Abstract
We study supercontinuum (SC) generation in graphene-covered nanowires based on a generic
model that correctly accounts for the evolution of the photon number under Kerr and two-photon
absorption processes, and the influence of graphene is treated within the framework of saturable
photoexcited-carrier refraction. We discuss the role of the various effects on the generation of SC
by a thorough analysis of short-pulse propagation in two different kinds of graphene-covered
nanowires, one made of silicon nitride and the other made of silicon. Finally, we discuss the effect
of stacking graphene layers as a means to enhance SC generation with pulse powers compatible
with those in integrated optical devices.

1. Introduction

Supercontinuum (SC) generation is the subject of intense research in nonlinear optics [1–4], as it encounters
applications in a vast number of areas in science and technology, such as in frequency combs [5, 6],
spectroscopy, microscopy, and optical coherent tomography, among others [7].

Silicon nanowires have often been studied for SC generation as they exhibit large nonlinear coefficients
(γKerr) due to silicon’s large nonlinear refractive index (n2), two orders of magnitude larger than that of silica
in the telecommunication band [8], and their small effective area (Aeff). Most importantly, they are
compatible with CMOS fabrication [9] and have a wide transparency region in the near- and mid-infrared.

However, the large nonlinearity in silicon comes at the expense of two-photon absorption (TPA) [8] and
free-carrier dispersion (FCD) and absorption (FCA) [10], phenomena that severely hinder the application of
silicon nanowires in SC generation. Indeed, TPA and FCA/FCD have been shown to reduce the SC
bandwidth and limit the maximum available power [2, 11, 12]. Silicon nitride (SiN), Si3N4, is an interesting
alternative to silicon for nonlinear optical waveguides [13–15]. First, while SiN is also compatible with
CMOS, it has a wider transparency window from 0.4 to∼4 µm (see [15]), enabling its application to the
visible spectrum [16]. Second, TPA is negligible in SiN at telecommunication wavelengths due to its much
larger bandgap as compared to silicon [15, 17], a feature which has proved important in the design of
microresonators and the generation of frequency combs and SC [18–21]. On the downside, the refractive
index of SiN is∼1.5 times smaller than that of silicon, leading to a reduced mode confinement, and its
nonlinear refractive index is an order of magnitude smaller at telecom wavelengths [13].

When dealing with broad spectra as in SC generation, the frequency dependence of the nonlinear Kerr
coefficient becomes of utmost importance. In particular, the effect of self-steepening (SS), related to the
slope of the frequency dependence of γKerr, comes into play [22, 23], as it is the case for silicon nanowires
which exhibit frequency-dependent Kerr and TPA profiles [24]. It must be noted that this dependence is
oftentimes modeled by the simple linear relation γ(Ω) = γ0(1+ sΩ/ω0), where Ω is the deviation from a
central frequency ω0 and s is the SS parameter. Furthermore, s is customarily set to unity due to the fact that
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it is the only value which guarantees the conservation of the number of photons in the nonlinear Schrödinger
equation (NLSE) [25]. However, silicon nanowires can have an arbitrary SS parameter [24, 26], and this
poses a severe problem to the application of the NLSE in this scenario. For this reason, in [27] we introduced
a new modeling equation, named the photon-conserving nonlinear Schrödinger equation (pcNLSE) which,
based on a quantum-mechanical picture of the various nonlinear optical processes, guarantees strict
conservation of the number of photons for any arbitrary frequency-dependent γKerr. Moreover, the NLSE
also exhibits problems when extended to include TPA by introducing a complex-valued nonlinear coefficient
in straightforward fashion. Indeed, it can be shown that such an approach does not correctly model the
cross-TPA of two co-propagating continuous waves, a fact that has led to the introduction of different
modeling strategies. In particular, we extended the pcNLSE to account for TPA in [28]. We must emphasize
that the pcNLSE and its modifications [29] have been successfully used to model the propagation of optical
pulses in a variety of cases [30–34].

In the last few years, graphene has attracted great attention due to its singular electrical and optical
properties [35–37]. In particular, it has been found that the magnitude of graphene’s nonlinear refractive
index is∼106–107 times that of silica [38, 39]. Interestingly, it has been shown that the nonlinear refractive
index n2 of quasi-undoped graphene is negative at telecommunication wavelengths [40]. This high
nonlinearity can be advantageously used for SC generation and [41] shows SC generation in a silicon
nanowire decorated with graphene. It must be noted that the integration of graphene on silicon devices has
also been a subject of intense research in the last decade [42, 43].

There is a wide range of values for the nonlinear refractive index of graphene reported in the literature. In
[44, 45] it is argued that this wide range stems from measurement conditions, such as the wavelength,
duration and intensity of the propagated pulses. In particular, these references put forth an explanation for
graphene’s nonlinearity by means of saturable photoexcited-carrier refraction (SPCR). Not only SPCR
accounts well for the values of n2 reported in the literature [45], but it also allows to adequately model the
nonlinear propagation of pulses in graphene-decorated waveguides [44].

In [44] the NLSE is modified to include SPCR in graphene. As we have already mentioned, the NLSE may
lead to unphysical results in the case of broad spectra. For this reason and in order to study SC generation, in
section 2, we incorporate SPCR into the pcNLSE. The new and generic modeling equation is validated in
section 2.4 by comparing its predictions to experimental results in [44].

Although [44] reports an spectral broadening in a graphene-covered silica-core waveguide that is
explained in terms of SPCR, no systematic analysis of all peculiarities of SC generation is carried out there.
Therefore, the main goal of the present work is to complement [44] with such an analysis for the case of
integrated devices covered with graphene. Note that this analysis does not include soliton dynamics as it is
not of no relevance to the SPCR spectral-broadening mechanism. We base our study on the numerical
investigation of two graphene-covered rectangular nanowires, one with a silicon core and another with a SiN
core. In section 3 we present the main characteristics of these nanowires, where both have a rectangular core
but different dimensions. Indeed, as we have already mentioned, SiN waveguides exhibit a reduced
confinement as compared to silicon waveguides, which in turn affects quantitatively the SPCR phenomenon.
Thus, we have designed the nanowires such that the effect of SPCR is similar in both cases. The role of SPCR
in SC generation is studied in section 4. In particular, we demonstrate that SPCR-based SC spectra exhibit a
unique behavior for shorter wavelengths, unlike that due to Kerr-generated SC. We also discuss the effect of
stacking graphene layers to enhance SC generation. Finally, in section 5 we close with a summary and some
final remarks.

2. Modeling framework

A complete modeling equation should take into account relevant effects in the waveguide and in the
decorating material, namely linear absorption and dispersion, Kerr and TPA nonlinearities, FCA/FCD, and
SPCR. Let us call ÃΩ = Ã(z,Ω) = F(At) the Fourier transform of At , the complex envelope of the electric
field normalized such that |At|2 is the optical power. The propagation equation can then be written in the
frequency domain as

∂zÃΩ =−αeff

2
ÃΩ + Ŵ(ÃΩ,N

W
t )+ Ĝ(ÃΩ,N

G
t ), (1)

where we have grouped all intervening phenomena in three terms. The first term accounts for the linear loss,
where αeff is the effective loss coefficient calculated for the graphene-covered waveguide. The second term Ŵ,
which depends on the pulse envelope ÃΩ and the free-carrier density in the core material of the waveguide
NW

t , accounts for the linear dispersion, the Kerr nonlinearity, FCA/FCD, and TPA in the core material.
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Finally, the third term Ĝ depends on the photoexcited carrier density in graphene NG
t and describes the

contribution of the SPCR mechanism. We explain in detail each of these three terms in what follows.

2.1. Linear loss
The effective linear loss coefficient αeff of the graphene-covered waveguide can be calculated as [46]

αeff =

˜
W

α(x,y) |FΩ(x,y)|2 dxdy
˜
W

|FΩ(x,y)|2 dxdy
, (2)

where W is the cross-section of the waveguide, α(x,y) is the medium’s loss, and FΩ(x,y) = n(x,y)SΩ(x,y) is
the mode distribution SΩ(x,y) weighted by the refractive index n(x,y). We do not include the effect of
saturable absorption in graphene since it is not relevant for the low pulse energies considered in this
work [17, 44].

2.2. Kerr, TPA and FCD/FCA
We have already presented an extension of the pcNLSE [27] that accounts for the Kerr and TPA effects in
nanowires covered with 2D materials in [26]. We now complement that model with the inclusion of FCD
and absorption phenomena taking place in the waveguide’s core material. The complete model,
corresponding to the Ŵ term in equation (1), reads

Ŵ= iβΩÃΩ + i
(ω0 +Ω)rΩ

2
F
(
C∗
t B

2
t

)
+ i

(ω0 +Ω)r∗Ω
2

F
(
B∗
t C

2
t

)
− (ω0 +Ω)ηΩF

(
|Dt|2Dt

)
− σFC

2
(1+ iµFC)F

[
NW

t At

]
, (3)

where ω0 is the pump frequency, βΩ is the dispersion profile, and rΩ and ηΩ are related to the Kerr and TPA
coefficients, respectively, through

rΩ =
4

√
γKerr
Ω

ω0 +Ω
, ηΩ =

4

√
γTPA
Ω

ω0 +Ω
. (4)

γKerr and γTPA are effective nonlinear coefficients which can be calculated as [26, 47]

γKerr
Ω =

(ω0 +Ω)

c

˜
W

n2(x,y) |FΩ(x,y)|4 dxdy(˜
W

|FΩ(x,y)|2 dxdy
)2 , (5)

γTPAΩ =
(ω0 +Ω)

2ω0

˜
W

βTPA(x,y) |FΩ(x,y)|4 dxdy(˜
W

|FΩ(x,y)|2 dxdy
)2 , (6)

where n2 and βTPA are the nonlinear refractive index and the TPA coefficient, respectively, and c is the speed
of light. It must be noted that we do not include the effect of graphene in these equations as its nonlinear
behavior is modeled by the SPCR mechanism. The fields Bt , Ct , and Dt are defined in the frequency domain
by

B̃Ω = rΩÃΩ, C̃Ω = r∗ΩÃΩ, D̃Ω = ηΩÃΩ. (7)

The last term in equation (3) models FCD and absorption, following the well established approach in the
literature. We introduce coefficients σFC and µFC which account for FCA and FCD in the waveguide’s core
material, respectively, and the evolution of the free-carrier density in the waveguide’s core, NW

t , is calculated
as [46, 48]

∂tN
W
t =

γTPA

ℏω0Aeff
|At|4 −

NW
t

τWc
, (8)

where Aeff is the effective mode area at the pump wavelength and τWc is the effective carrier lifetime.
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Figure 1. Validation of the proposed model with experimental data (circles) in [44], where a 2.7 W, 3 ps chirped sech pulse
propagates in a waveguide decorated with a single graphene layer. The waveguide is made of a SiO2 core region (500 nm thick)
sandwiched between two horizontal SiN stripes (170 nm thick). (Solid line) C=−0.2 and (dashed line) C=+0.2.

2.3. Saturable photoexcited-carrier absorption
Following [44], we model FCD due to the graphene layers, as

Ĝ= iσSPF
[
NG

t At

]
, (9)

where the coefficient σSP is wavelength dependent. Due to Pauli blocking, the photoexcited carrier density
resulting from graphene’s linear absorption can saturate. Indeed, the temporal evolution of the carrier
density is given by [44]

∂tN
G
t =

αeff(0)

ℏω0

[
1− NG

t

Nsat

]
|At|2 −

NG
t

τ G
c

, (10)

where Nsat is the saturation parameter, and τ G
c is the effective carrier lifetime of the graphene-covered

waveguide and αeff(0) is the effective linear loss at the pump wavelength. Observe that NG
t is a linear density

due to the 2D nature of graphene, in contrast to NW
t which is a volume density. The SPCR coefficient can be

calculated as [45]

σSP =− πα

2 neff

Im
{
∆σ(1)/σ0

}
Nsat/2

´
Gx

|FΩ(x,yG)|2 dx
˜
W

|FΩ(x,y)|2 dxdy
, (11)

where α≈ 1/137 is the fine-structure constant,∆σ(1) = σ(1)(Nsat/2)−σ(1)(0), σ(1) is the conductivity of
graphene, σ0 = e2/4ℏ is the universal conductivity, and neff is the effective mode index. Castelló-Lurbe et al
[45] presents details of the calculation of σ(1) as a function of the carrier density, as well as a derivation of
equation (10), modeling the evolution of photoexcited carriers, on the basis of the theoretical model in
[49, 50]. The two-dimensional graphene layers are assumed to be on a line segment Gx. It must be noted that
we not only consider dependence on frequency of the mode distribution, but also that of graphene’s
conductivity.

2.4. Model validation
We validate our modeling framework by comparing results from equation (1) with experimental results from
[44]. Although the details of the waveguide can be found in that work, let us note that it consists of a
SiO2 core region sandwiched by two narrow SiN stripes, covered with a single layer of graphene on top, and
with a length of up to 1100 µm.

We launched two 2.7 W, 3 ps (FWHM) sech pulses at λ0 = 1563 nm, one with a positive chirp C=+0.2
and another with a negative chirp C=−0.2. We measured the broadening factor as µ2(L)/µ2(0), where L is
the waveguide length and µ2(z) = (

´ +∞
−∞ |∂tAt|2dt)/(

´ +∞
−∞ |At|2dt). Figure 1 shows the results for both pulses,

exhibiting a good agreement between our simulations and the experimental results in [44].
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Figure 2. Cross section and transverse-electric mode distribution at λ0 = 1550 nm for graphene-covered 700× 400 nm SiN (top)
and 500× 250 nm silicon (bottom) waveguides. Despite the different cross sections both waveguides have similar SPCR
coefficients. Yellow lines represent graphene layers.

3. Choice of waveguide material and dimensions

In order to analyze the role of SPCR in SC generation, we study the propagation of short pulses at
λ0 = 1550 nm in two graphene-covered nanowires buried in a silica (SiO2) substrate. We use two different
materials for the core, silicon and SiN, as they are both relevant for integrated photonic devices and have
different optical characteristics as explained in section 1. The cross-section of the SiN waveguide is
700× 400 nm, while that of the silicon waveguide is 500× 250 nm. We choose different dimensions in order
to obtain similar values of the SPCR coefficient σSP (see figure 4), and we vary the number of graphene layers
in order to study its influence. We consider modest doping of graphene with a hole density of
p0 = 6.5× 1012 cm−2 as in [44, 45]. Figure 2 shows the cross-section of the graphene-covered SiN (top) and
silicon (bottom) waveguides and the transverse-electric mode distribution, computed by means of a
finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) algorithm [52].

A careful analysis of equation (1) reveals that, in order to take full advantage of graphene for SC
generation, the term Ĝmust be increased. According to equation (9), this can be achieved by either
increasing |σSP| or Nsat. Even though both σSP and Nsat are not independent as they are related through
equation (11), there is a straightforward way of increasing both simultaneously, i.e. by increasing the number
of graphene layers. Figure 3 shows that both N2

sat and the imaginary part of∆σ(1)/σ0 increase with the
number of layers (Nsat was taken from [51] and σ(1) in this figure is calculated at 1550 nm as in [45]).
Although∆σ(1) is divided by Nsat in equation (11), the net effect of their variation is to increase |σSP| with
the number of layers. This can be observed in figure 4 where the wavelength-dependent coefficients for the
SiN (top) and Si nanowire (bottom), and for 1, 2 and 4 decorating layers are shown. It can be readily seen
that |σSP| rapidly increases with wavelength, a fact correlated with the mode confinement.

The frequency-dependent dispersion, Kerr, and TPA profiles for the waveguide’s core material were
calculated using equations (5), (6) and the mode distribution, obtained by means of an FDTD algorithm,
and are shown in figure 5. The remaining waveguide parameters are taken from the literature and are shown

5
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Figure 3. Saturation parameter, N2
sat, and imaginary part of the normalized conductivity of graphene, Im

{
∆σ(1)/σ0

}
, as a

function of the number of decorating layers for λ= 1550 nm. Nsat taken from [51].∆σ(1) was calculated as in [45], setting the
initial hole density to p0 = 6.5× 1012 cm−2, and the scattering parameters for intra- and interband transitions to
Γintra = Γinter = 33 meV.

Figure 4.Wavelength dependence of the SPCR coefficient, σSP, for the 700× 400 nm SiN (top) and the 500× 250 nm silicon
waveguide (bottom), covered with 1 (dashed), 2 (dotted), and 4 (solid) graphene layers. Note that despite the different cross
sections both waveguides exhibit similar SPCR coefficients.

for reference in table 1. Note that the frequency dependence of the effective linear loss was not taken into
account as we verified that it has a negligible effect on simulation results. Furthermore, TPA is not relevant at
low optical powers and, for the sake of simplicity, in equation (8) we assumed a frequency-independent Aeff

equal to the cross-section area of the core waveguide.
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Figure 5.Wavelength dependence of the dispersion (left) and the Kerr (right, solid line) and TPA (right, dashed line) coefficients
for the 700× 400 nm SiN (top) and the 500× 250 nm silicon waveguide (bottom).

Table 1. Simulation parameters.

Waveguide Si3N4 Si

Effective absorptiona, αeff (µm
−1)

Bare 7.0× 10−6 7.7× 10−7

1 layer 8.0× 10−3 1.2× 10−2

2 layers 1.5× 10−2 2.5× 10−2

N2
sat (m

−2)b

1 layer 1× 1017

2 layers 5× 1017

Graphene parameters

τ G
c (ps)c 1 200
σSP(λ) Shown in figure 4

FCA/FCDd

σFC (m2) — 1.45× 10−21

µFC — 7.55
τWc (ps) — 200
a Calculated as in equation (2), using information from [51, 53, 54].
b See figure 3.
c Taken from [44].
d Taken from [11].
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Figure 6. Influence of the number of graphene layers on SC for the SiN (top) and silicon (bottom) waveguides. Input normalized
spectral density (dashed-dotted) and output of bare (dashed), and covered waveguides with one (dotted) and two graphene layers
(solid).

4. Simulation results and discussion

In order to study the influence of the number of graphene layers, we performed simulations on both silicon
and SiN 300 µm long waveguides, covered with one or two graphene layers, and launching a 45 W 100 fs
(FWHM) transform-limited sech pulse at λ0 = 1550 nm. Results are shown in figure 6 where, for the sake of
comparison, we also include the output spectrum of the bare waveguide. It can be readily observed that the
output spectrum in the bare SiN waveguide (top) is almost identical to that at the input, i.e. there is no
spectral broadening. However, in both waveguides the output spectrum broadens as more graphene layers
are added. It is worth noting that SPCR distinctively manifests itself by increasing the bandwidth on the blue
side of the spectrum. We verified that the narrower output spectrum in the silicon waveguide is a
consequence of the combined effects of linear loss and chromatic dispersion. Blueshifting of short pulses was
first theoretically proposed by Serkin and Visloukh [55], and it was theoretically and experimentally studied
in gas-filled photonic crystal fibers [56, 57] and silicon waveguides [11, 58, 59]. More interestingly, it has
been observed in the response of graphene to ultrafast optical fields [50].

The relation between photoexcited-carrier dynamics and the spectral blueshift has been previously
reported in [50]. As such, it is interesting to look at their dynamics in our examples. This is displayed in
figure 7 where the temporal evolution of the photoexcited-carrier density at the output of the Si and SiN
waveguides, both covered with two graphene layers, are shown. As the carrier effective recombination time in
the silicon waveguide is much longer than the pulse duration (see table 1), the carrier density presents a
step-like characteristic; however, a different behavior is observed in the SiN waveguide due to the much
shorter recombination time. In both cases, there is a fast rise time for the carrier build-up and as such a fast
carrier-induced change in refractive index. These results are consistent with those reported in [44]. Also, note
that the carrier density does not reach saturation at the output of the Si waveguide, due to the large power
loss, as it does in the SiN case.
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Figure 7. Normalized carrier density at the output end of the silicon waveguide (blue solid line) and the SiN waveguide (green
dotted line), covered with two graphene layers, for a 45 W input pulse. The pulse envelope (red dashed line) is shown for the sake
of reference (arbitrary units). Results include all nonlinear effects.

Figure 8. Effect of negative chirp on SC for the SiN (top) and silicon waveguide (bottom) covered with two graphene layers.
Output normalized spectral density for input chirps C= 0 (dotted) and C=−0.5 (solid).

Experimental results in [44] suggest that a negative-chirped input pulse may lead to a broader output
spectrum. Figure 8 shows numerical results (same input parameters as in figure 6) for two graphene layers,
where a negative chirping factor C=−0.5 (solid line) was set. For the sake of comparison, the output for a
chirpless input pulse with C= 0 (dotted line) is also plotted. Top and bottom panels show the SiN and Si
nanowires, respectively. The effect of pre-chirping is seen to be beneficial in terms of increasing the SC
bandwidth on the red side of the spectrum for both waveguide core materials.

9
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Figure 9. Influence of γKerr, γTPA, and FCD/FCA for the silicon waveguide covered with two graphene layers, and for a 45 W (top)
and a 500 W input (bottom). Input normalized spectral density (dashed) and output spectra considering only SPCR (dotted) and
all effects combined (solid).

Results in figure 6 suggest that the power level might not be high enough to excite Kerr, TPA, and
free-carrier contributions in the silicon waveguide. As such, we explore these effects at higher power levels in
the silicon waveguide covered with two graphene layers. Figure 9 shows results for a 45 W (top) and a 500 W
input (bottom), separating the aforementioned effects from the SPCR mechanism. Spectral broadening due
to SPCR is similar for both input powers, signaling that at a higher input power the SPCR contribution is
fully saturated (see [44]). Further spectral broadening for the 500 W input is driven by Kerr (and limited by
FCA/FCD and TPA) in the core material of the waveguide.

5. Conclusions

The large optical nonlinearity of graphene has brought about considerable interest for its potential use in
integrated photonics, where a particular application of singular relevance is that of SC generation. In spite of
the large volume of literature on the subject, still there is discussion on the physical mechanisms leading to
such large nonlinearity. SPCR has recently been proposed as an adequate explanation in good agreement
with experimental results.

In this work, we focus on the study of the role of SPCR in SC generation in graphene-covered nanowires
by means of an extended model. This generic approach takes into account the effect of graphene by means of
SPCR and all other relevant nonlinear phenomena in the underlying core waveguide within the framework
of a photon-conserving (in the absence of loss mechanisms) modeling equation. Further, we explored SC
generation with pulse powers compatible with those in integrated photonic devices. We showed that a
distinct signature of the SPCR mechanism is the blueshifting of the output SC spectrum, an observation that
has been already reported in [11]. The influence of the number of graphene layers on SC generation was also
analyzed, finding that the resulting spectrum broadens as the number of layers increases from one to two.
Moreover, we showed that this is related to the increment of the SPCR coefficient (in absolute value) and the

10
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saturation parameter with the number of layers. Finally, we showed that negatively-chirped input pulses
contribute to a broader SC, in accordance with previous experimental observations of SPCR in
graphene-covered nanowires, albeit at more modest spectral broadenings. We believe results in this work
help reveal and optimize the contributions from the various nonlinear phenomena leading to SC generation
in graphene-covered integrated optics, thus putting forth a useful modeling tool for the design of devices and
their characterization.
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